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1. Make a shopping list to stray from items you wont need 
2. Buy seasonal fruits an veggies -> its cheaper and more sustainably grown 
3. Cut down on meat -> its cheaper and attempt to stay away from pre-packaged, pre sliced, 

or processed meat. Go organic -> its healthier for the body as it contains none to less 
antibiotics, pesticides etc 

4. Make a meal in large quantity and store leftovers in the fridge for additional meals or 
snacks 

5. Know your options -> be sure to compare prices between the different local markets in 
your area to get the most for your money 

6. Buy in bulk -> You’ll create savings just by cutting down on packaging. This works well for 
meal prepping in bigger quantities 

7. Stay clear of take away and pre-packaged foods as this is way more expensive then 
cooking yourself. Also its healthier! 

8. Check the websites of your favorite companies for coupons and special promotions, 
almost all of them have some. 

9. Use your freezer -> Freeze bread and all left overs using inexpensive mason glass jars or 
silicone ice molds for smaller portions -> this will prevent food wastage and safe you 
money  

10.  9 times out of 10 the organic frozen produce at the store is cheaper than fresh, especially 
if the fruit or vegetable is out of season. 

11. Skip conventional Starbucks (and other coffee shops). Buy organic coffee and tea such as: 
Larry’s Beans Organic Coffee and Numi and make it yourself. This will actually save you 
time in the morning too. 

12. My own tip: Do not go grocery shopping hungry as you tend to buy more snacky stuff to 
satisfy your hungry belly and sweet tooth. Thus making your trip to the local market more 
expensive 

 
 
 
Today’s Instagram video to inspire others with tips when 
shopping sustainably on a budget: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
	  


